Fairy Tale in a Bag Project
Dear Families,
We will study elements of fairy tales when we return in September. To go along with the unit, we
are asking students to complete a paper bag project.
The project is due September 5, 2019.
Directions:
1. R
 ead: Choose one of the following fairy tales to read: The Fisherman and His Wife, The
Emperor’s New Clothes, Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, or Jack and the Beanstalk.
(You can choose any version of these tales.)
*if you are in the DL program, please read one fairy tale in Polish, next complete the story
element cards in Polish.
2. Create: Write the title of the story on the front of the bag.
Write your name on the label on the front of your bag.
3. Use markers, crayons, pictures, or any other art supplies to decorate your bag. You can
illustrate/create the main character or your favorite scene. Do not use the bag upside
down. We need it to hold the 8 cards.
4. Fill the bag with at least 3 pictures or items that go along with the fairy tale you have
chosen. For example, if you chose Goldilocks and the Three Bears, you might include a
spoon, a bowl, and some yellow yarn (for Goldilocks’ hair).
5. Complete the 7 cards. Then cut them out and put them in your bag. You can color or
decorate them. Each card is labeled with a fairy tale element. If the element does not fit
your story leave it blank.
6. Presentation: Be ready to describe the fairytale and retell the fairytale to the class using
the 7 cards.

Some ideas, samples :
Hansel and Gretel

 a favorite scene :

Create the character :

Complete and cut out the 7 cards. Practice reading them. Remember to look at
the audience. Put them in the paper bag.
Beginning: Long ago or Once upon a time
This story begins with
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Setting:  Is it a faraway or imaginary land ? Describe it.
The story setting is
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Character: Who is the good character? Why are they good?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Character: Is there a bad character? What happens to them in the end?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Is there magic?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Is there a problem?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Ending: Is there a happy ending? What happens?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

